Tumor-induced osteomalacia: a case report
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ABSTRACT

Tumor-induced osteomalacia (TIO) is a rare paraneoplastic syndrome with overproduction of fibroblast growth factor 23 as a phosphaturic agent, leading to chronic hyperphosphaturia and hypophosphatemia, associated with inappropriately normal or low levels of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D. Diagnosis of this disease is often challenging. The following case report described a middle-aged man with symptoms of bone pain and severe muscle weakness, who was found to have TIO. The tumor responsible for the symptoms was localized on his thigh and its resection resulted in normalization of blood chemistry and complaints. Subsequent microscopic examination revealed a phosphaturic mesenchymal tumor, mixed connective tissue type. The authors reinforce the importance of recognition of this disease, as severe disability and even death can be avoided with the surgical removal of the causative tumor.
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RESUMO

Osteomalácia induzida por tumor (OIT) é uma síndrome paraneoplásica rara, causada por hiperprodução do agente fosfatúrico, levando a hipofosfatemia e hiperfosfatúria crônicas, associadas a níveis reduzidos ou inapropriadamente normais de 1,25-dihidrooxivitamina D. O diagnóstico dessa doença é geralmente desafiador. O relato de caso aqui apresentado descreveu um homem de meia-idade, com quadro inicial de dor óssea, fraqueza muscular extrema e hipofosfatemia, com diagnóstico tardio de OIT. O tumor responsável pelos sintomas foi localizado em membro inferior, e sua exérese resultou em normalização das alterações bioquímicas e dos sintomas. O exame microscópico da lesão revelou tumor mesenquimal fosfatúrico, tecido conectivo misto. Os autores reforçam a importância do reconhecimento dessa entidade, uma vez que a remoção do tumor responsável pelos sintomas pode evitar sérias complicações ou mesmo a morte.
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INTRODUCTION

Hypophosphatemic osteomalacia comprises hereditary and acquired disturbances leading to impairment of matrix mineralization in remodeling sites of mature bones. Many syndromes have been described as causing this disease and the main are X-linked hypophosphatemic rickets (XHR), autosomal-dominant hypophosphatemic rickets (ADHR) and tumor-induced osteomalacia (TIO). Although these conditions exhibit different etiopathogenic mechanisms, they share the same pathophysiologic pathway: reduction in the phosphate reabsorption by the renal tubules, leading to chronic hyperphosphaturia and hypophosphatemia, associated with inappropriately
normal or low levels of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D or calcitriol (1).

Literature suggests that one of the determinants for this pathophysiologic change is the high serum levels and increased activity of fibroblast growth factor 23 (FGF23) by overproduction or impairment to its degradation. FGF23 is produced by osteogenic cells, osteoblasts and osteocytes and exerts inhibitory activity on type Ia and Ic sodium-phosphate (NaPiT-Iia and Iic) co-transport system in proximal tubules, promoting hyperphosphaturia, beyond inhibit renal 1α-hydroxylation of 25-hydroxyvitamin D (1-7). Circulating FGF23 detectable in healthy adults and children increases the likelihood that this growth factor may be involved in the physiological regulation of phosphate homeostasis (3).

TIO is a rare paraneoplastic syndrome that leads to acquired hypophosphatemic osteomalacia and is related to mesenchymal or mixed connective tissues tumors that markedly overexpress the FGF23 messenger RNA and protein, which cannot be adequately degraded by specific endopeptidases (1,3,8,9). Tumors less frequently involved are fibromas, condrosarcomas, hystiocytomas, neuroblastomas, osteosarcomas and soft tissue tumors (angiosarcomas, prostate carcinoma, schwannoma, osteoblastoma and mixed neuroendocrine tumors). Other clinical syndromes have been also associated with FGF23 overproduction, such as neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF-1), epidemic nevus syndrome, McCune-Albright syndrome (MAS) and fibrous dysplasia (1,10). Two other proteins seem to be overexpressed by these tumors, contributing to the mineralization disturbance: matrix extracellular phosphoglycoprotein (MEPE) e secreted frizzled-related protein-4 (sFRP-4), but their mechanisms of action have not yet been elucidated (1,11).

The diagnostic management and clinical-laboratorial definition of TIO are delayed in most of cases, due to the small size and slow growth of these tumors, which frequently are not detected in clinical examinations. As clinical and biochemical changes of TIO are potentially reversible by tumor removal, its localization is essential (1,8,12).

The authors reported a case of chronic evolution hypophosphatemic osteomalacia, characterized by severe muscle weakness, pain and difficult diagnosis. The development in adult age and negative family history led us to suspect the existence of TIO, which was confirmed by pathological testing. Beyond registering this uncommon case, this report aimed to discuss the diagnostic and therapeutic management of TIO.

**CASE REPORT**

A 45-year-old male sought medical attention complaining of pain in his knees, ankles and feet, extended to thighs and lumbosacral region, which became progressive and debilitating. Four years later, he was referred to medical assistance at our institution to a different medical staff, while experiencing severe muscle weakness. At that time, he was unable to walk without support. He had a medical history of hypertension and suffered a traumatic fracture of his right femur several years before. He denied any family history of metabolic bone disease.

Upon physical examination, an accentuation of thoracic kyphosis was found, diminished muscle strength of upper and lower limbs and normal sensorial neurological examination. His gait was significantly limited, subordinated to pain and muscle weakness.

Initial laboratory testing revealed a normal calcium level of 8.8 mg/dL (normal range: 8.4-10.2 mg/dL), a low phosphorus level of 1.5 mg/dL (normal range: 2.5-4.5 mg/dL), an elevated alkaline phosphatase level of 893 U/L (normal range: 50-250 U/L), a normal parathyroid hormone (PTH) of 15 pg/mL (normal range: 7-53 pg/mL), and a insufficient 25-hydroxyvitamin D level of 19.9 ng/mL (normal range: 30-80 ng/mL). His 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D levels were not assessed. Complete blood count, liver and kidney function tests, thyroid-stimulating hormone, serum protein electrophoresis, myelogram, creatine phosphokinase, antinuclear antibody, aldolase and rheumatoid factor were all normal. A 24-hour urine sample revealed a normal phosphorus level of 470 mg/24 hours (normal range: 300-1.000mg/24 hours). Electromyography and nerve conduction studies were normal.

Radiological images showed decreased bone mineralization in ribs, vertebral bodies and hips, consolidated fractures in costal arches and left femur, multiple fractures of thoracic and lumbar vertebrae, enlargement of the hip joint and Looser’s zones in iliac bones and hips (Figure 1). A technetium-99m methylene diphosphonate (MDP) bone scan showed increased uptake in vertebrae, ribs, clavicles and bones around almost all of the joints (Figure 2). Bone biopsy showed bone neof ormation, without signs of fibrosis or neoplasm. However, a bone biopsy doubly labeled with tetracycline was not obtained as part of investigational exams.

The differential diagnosis at the time, included osteomalacia and the initial hypothesis, were malabsorption syndromes, like celiac disease and inflammatory bowel disease, since he had referred an increased def-
ecation frequency. However, confirmatory tests were negative for these diseases. The normal urinary phosphorus in presence of low serum phosphorus, indicating a renal phosphate wasting, was overlooked, and phosphate tubular reabsorption rate was not assessed at this time. Even without a correct diagnostic, medical therapy was initiated with oral phosphorus (1 g daily), calcium (1.2 g of elemental calcium daily), and calcitriol (0.5 µg daily), and significant improvement in his symptoms followed. Two years later, he continued medical treatment, asymptomatic, able to walk without help and his levels of serum calcium and phosphorus were within the normal range, but his intact PTH was elevated at 189 pg/mL, and the curative treatment have not been attempted.

About six years after the onset of the original symptoms, he was referred to our service. Patient’s records were all checked and hypophosphatemic osteomalacia was included as a differential diagnosis. This diagnosis was considered based on low phosphorus level before the treatment associated with inappropriately normal urinary phosphorus, indicating the presence of renal phosphate wasting and carrying on the suspect of hypophosphatemic rickets or osteomalacia. As symptoms developed in adulthood and there was no family history of metabolic bone disease, the main suspect was TIO.

Based on this hypothesis, palpable masses were sought on physical examination, with special attention to the extremity inspection. A 3-cm, mobile, non-tender and firm mass was noted on his right thigh. Computed tomography scan of thorax, abdomen and paranasal sinuses were normal. Given the possibility that the thigh tumor was associated with the osteomalacia, it was removed and following microscopic examination showed a neoplasia with small cells – some in a bland spindled shape with microcysts and amorphous calcified deposits, beyond vessels with hyalinized walls, giant cells osteoclast-like and osteoid matrix, compatible with phosphaturic mesenchymal tumor, mixed connective tissue type (PMTMCT) (Figure 3). One week later, levels of serum calcium and phosphorus were within the normal range without medical treatment, confirming the diagnosis. At 12-month follow-up, he continued well, and his serum biochemistry remained normal.

**DISCUSSION**

This study presented a patient with phosphaturic mesenchymal TIO, confirmed by pathologic exam and with metabolic disturbance resolution after tumor removal.

---

**Figure 1.** (A) Lateral radiograph of lumbar spine showing vertebral bodies height reduced from T11 to L5 due to osteoporotic fractures, wedge fracture of L1 and extensive loss of horizontal trabeculae; (B) radiograph of pelvis with reduced bone mineralization, pseudofractures (Looser’s Zone) of the left pubic ramus and ischium ramus (arrows), consolidated fracture of left femur and an intramedullary nailing in right femur.

**Figure 2.** Technetium-99m methylene diphosphonate (MDP) bone scan: increased uptake in ribs, clavicles, C6, C7, T6-T8 vertebrae and coxofemoral joint, knee and ankle, suggestive of osteogenic process. Hyperfixation in trochanter area and proximal right femur, related to the presence of metal rod.

**Figure 3.** (A) Matrix in PMTMCT. The most of the matrix seen in this PMTMCT is of smudgy eosinophilic quality, with bland spindled cell in left corner on the top and osteoid matrix. Arrows indicate giant osteoclast-like cells; H and E stain, 100x magnification; (B) in detail, PMTMCT matrix, with monomorphic cells without atypias and with microcysts (arrows); H and E stain, 400x magnification.
TIO is a rare paraneoplastic syndrome with overproduction of FGF23 as a phosphaturic agent, frequently offering difficulty in diagnostic confirmation and clinical management (1,2,8,9,11,13). Until 2005, 120 cases have been reported in literature (9). Its radiological and clinical manifestations are equal to that found in other kinds of osteomalacia. However, bone pain and fractures are more severe; muscle weakness and fatigue are more frequent and it is generally found in persons with advanced age in comparison with hereditary types. Bone and muscle complications are the main features of these tumors – mostly small and benign and of difficult diagnosis by physical exam, requiring extensive radiological investigation to locate them (1,2,14-16).

Hypophosphatemic osteomalacia diagnosis requires the detection of hyperphosphaturia, hypophosphatemia, increased levels of alkaline phosphatase, normocalcemia and normal or reduced calcitriol. A phosphorus tubular reabsorption rate less than 85% is indicative of hyperphosphaturia. Calcitriol levels are inappropriately normal or low, justifying the slight increase in PTH levels in these patients. It must be remembered that PTH also exerts phosphaturic effect due to promotion of internalization of sodium-phosphate cotransporters and its lisosomal degradation (1,2,9).

Laboratory exams, in this case presented, were compatible with the usual findings described above. Initial evaluation revealed a normal calcium and PTH levels, a hyperphosphatasia, and a normal urinary phosphorus concentration in spite of low serum phosphorus, indicating a renal phosphorus wasting. Unfortunately, 1,25-dihydroxvitamin D levels and tubular reabsorption of phosphate were not assessed, and renal phosphorus wasting was overlooked, which could have delayed the syndrome diagnosis.

The occult nature of TIO delays its recognition, and the average time from onset of symptoms to a correct diagnosis often exceeds 2.5 years. Once the syndrome is recognized, inability to locate the underlying tumor further delays definitive treatment by an average of five years (9).

Most of TIO cases are due to currently recognized phosphaturic mesenchymal tumor (mixed connective tissue variant), an extremely rare tumor that is found mainly in soft tissues and bone in lower limbs as small and clinically unapparent lesions. As proposed by Weidner and Santa Cruz (17), in 1987, and recently reaffirmed in a review (8), these tumors have been considered a distinct histopathological entity. According to Jan de Beur (9), 70 to 80% of tumors in TIO correspond to PMTMC, including hemangiopericytomas. Many of these tumors appear to have been largely misunderstood, ignored, or unknown by most pathologists and clinicians. It is likely that the rarity of PMTMCs and their polymorphous histological appearance account, in large part, for their frequent misdiagnoses (8). The defined histological features of PMTMC includes low cellularity, myxoid changes, bland spindled cells, distinctive “grungy” calcified matrix, fat, hemangiopericytoma-like vessels, microcysts, hemorrhage, osteoclasts and an incomplete rim of membranous ossification. They are generally benign, but malignant variants have already been described (8,9). Expression of FGF23 by Real Time Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) and by immunohistochemistry indicates the involvement of these tumors on TIO pathogenesis (8,11). It is not clear, however, if FGF23 is the only (or even main) mediator of phosphaturia (11).

Treatment of TIO involves localization and surgical removal of tumor, promoting reversal of its clinical and biochemical changes. Thus, tumor localization is essential and, once suspected, requires detailed clinical examination with special attention to lower limbs and craniofacial mass and careful imaging study with computer tomography (CT), magnetic resonance image (MRI) or even PET-CT (1,9,14). In vitro studies showed that some of these tumors express somatostatin receptors (SSTRs) and successful localization of causative tumors with the use of 111Indio pentetreotide or octreotide scintigraphy has been demonstrated (9,14). Recent studies have described that reliable FGF23 assays have the potential to be clinically useful in the diagnosis and management of TIO and may help to establish whether tumors have been completely removed by surgery (3,11,13).

The serum levels of phosphate and calcitriol as well as the tubular phosphate reabsorption become normal in hours or days after surgical removal of tumor. Serum biochemical markers of bone turnover, such as the osteocalcin level and alkaline phosphatase activity tend to take longer to normalize (1,3,14). Serum FGF23 levels fall is also detected. According to a recent study, the plasma half-life of serum FGF23 is in the range of 46-58 minutes in patients with POMTC surgically removed (2).

Clinical treatment of hypophosphatemic osteomalacia aims at minimizing the metabolic disturbance, reducing bone deformities and improving symptoms, although the hyperphosphaturia persists, once this treatment does not alter the impaired tubular phosphate reabsorption. It includes phosphate administra-
tion (elementary phosphorus at dose of 30-60 mg/kg/day, divided in 4-6 fractions) and calcitriol (dose of 30-70 ng/kg/day). With adequate treatment, beyond the biochemical normalization, the serum levels of alkaline phosphatase decrease, reaching normal or slightly elevated levels. Doses of phosphate and calcitriol need to be followed as they increase the risk of secondary and tertiary hyperparathyroidism and nephrolithiasis, respectively (1,9,14,15).

In the case presented, there was an increase of PTH levels after starting medical treatment with phosphate and calcitriol. The augmenting of PTH could be explained by phosphorus administration itself, since phosphate can induce PTH stimulation and secondary hyperparathyroidism. When it happens, calcitriol dose should be increased and phosphorus dose should be decreased (1). However, secondary hyperparathyroidism can persist for long periods of time, leading to autonomous function of parathyroid, characterizing the tertiary hyperparathyroidism, which can be severe and hard to treat (15).

Differential diagnosis of this patient was ADHR that can exhibit a variable and delayed age at the onset. Patients with adult onset ADHR may present severe bone pain, pseudofractures and weakness (1,9). The absence of family history, as well the severity and rapid progression of symptoms, made this hypothesis improbable. Serum levels of FGF23 would help in preoperative diagnostic definition as suggested by Takeuchi and cols. (18). However, this exam was not available in our institution. The identification of a thigh mass, common location of PMT, strengthened our suspicion of TIO. The following tumor histopathology exam and location of PMT, confirmed our suspicion of TIO. The identification of a thigh mass, common location of PMT, strengthened our suspicion of TIO.

The case presented here, in opposition to the most cases related in literature, revealed an easily located tumor, showing us that if the diagnosis of TIO had been made before, the treatment and cure of this patient would have been anticipated. Although TIO represents a rare disease, we reinforce the importance of its recognition, as severe disability and even death can be avoided with the surgical removal of the causative tumor.
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